
Homebuyers often follow their hearts, and they should. Sometimes just going 
with a gut feeling is the best indicator. But when it’s house-touring time, it’s 
important to set those emotions aside and replace them with clear-headed 
thinking and a critical eye. Otherwise, your potential dream house might just 
turn into a money pit.

Although you should always hire a professional inspection before you 
complete the sale, you can spot the more obvious trouble signs early in the 
process simply by knowing what to look for. You can quickly check five key 
areas to determine if the home has serious problems. 

Roof. A new roof can cost between $5,000 and $15,000 depending on 
the type. 
s� !�QUICK�METHOD�TO�DETERMINE�IF�THE�ROOF�IS�LEAKING�IS�TO�LOOK�IN�THE�ATTIC��

WARNING: Don’t climb into the attic yourself, unless you know how to 
walk on joists; you might step through the ceiling and injure yourself. 
Simply open the attic access panel and look inside. 

s�� 7ITH�A�FLASHLIGHT��CHECK�THE�RAFTERS��4HEY�SHOULD�NOT�SHOW�WATER�STAINS��
which indicate leaking. 

s�� 7ITH�THE�FLASHLIGHT�OFF��LOOK�UP�AT�THE�ROOF��!NY�PINPOINTS�OF�LIGHT�SHINING�
through indicate a worn roof. 

Foundation. A cracked foundation is a serious matter. It can cost tens of 
thousands of dollars to fix, and, in severe cases, may not be fixable. Keep an 
eye out for these potential warning signs:
s�� 6SHAPED�CRACKS��LARGER�AT�THE�TOP�THAN�AT�THE�BOTTOM	�AROUND�THE�

perimeter of the house.
s�� #RACKS�IN�INTERIOR�WALLS�NEAR�CORNERS�OF�DOORS�OR�WINDOWS��,OOK�AT�ALL�THE�

corners of windows and doors, and at joints where walls meet walls, 
ceilings, or doors for signs that they are pulling away from each other.

s�� $OORS�THAT�STICK�AND�SQUEAK�
s�� ,EAKS�AND�CRACKS�IN�AND�AROUND�THE�FIREPLACE�
s�� /BVIOUS�CRACKS�IN�BRICK�AND�MORTAR�

Piping.�#OPPER�PIPING�RARELY�CORRODES�AND�IS�THE�PLUMBING�OF�CHOICE�THESE�
days, but many older homes have galvanized steel plumbing. After 30 years or 
so it tends to rust out and leak. Replacing it can cost $5,000 or more, so it’s 
SOMETHING�YOU�LL�WANT�TO�WATCH�OUT�FOR��#ALL�A�PLUMBER�IF�YOU�HAVE�SPECIFIC�
questions. 

Flooding. If a house is poorly situated on its lot, flooding can occur under the 
house, which can seriously damage the home. 
s�)N�THE�BASEMENT��CHECK�FOR�WATER�STAINS�ON�THE�FOUNDATION�INDICATING�FLOODING�

during rainy periods. If you find these, call in a soils engineer to confirm the 
problem and suggest solutions. 

Unapproved work. All improvements to the property should have been done 
with permits from the local building department. Work done without permit 
may be substandard and, if discovered later, may need to be ripped out. 
s�'O�DOWN�TO�YOUR�LOCAL�BUILDING�DEPARTMENT�AND�REQUEST�COPIES�OF�PERMITS�FOR�

ALL�WORK�THAT�WAS�DONE�AT�THE�PROPERTY�ADDRESS��#OMPARE�THESE�WITH�ANY�
additions or replacements done by the seller. If work was not done by 
permit, you may ask the seller to obtain permits for the work and bring it up 
to building-code standards before you purchase. 

Tips for Buying

When checking 
out a house, 
leave your 
emotions
at home

&OR�MORE�INFORMATION�ABOUT�4EXAS�2%!,4/23®�OR�BUYING�OR�SELLING�A�HOME�IN�4EXAS��
VISIT�4EXAS2EAL%STATE�COM�

 

4HIS�INFORMATION�IS�BROUGHT�TO�YOU�BY�A�PROUD�MEMBER�OF�THE�4EXAS�!SSOCIATION�OF�2%!,4/23®. 
7HENEVER�YOU�BUY��SELL��OR�LEASE�REAL�ESTATE��MAKE�SURE�YOUR�AGENT�IS�A�4EXAS�2%!,4/2®.
¹������BY�THE�4EXAS�!SSOCIATION�OF�2%!,4/23®. All rights reserved.
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Briana Williams
The Cobbel Agency
1833 W. Hunt, Ste 102
McKinney, TX 75069
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